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It has been assumed by those who study nothing but his politics that Charles was a stupid man—too narrowly stupid even to know when he was in the wrong. This oversimplified theory has been made to fit the broad, political facts: it is applied to them unswervingly—though not without difficulties —through the many volumes of Gardiner's great history. It is hard to reconcile with all we know of the King's private life; and there is another more serious difficulty. It is contradicted by the recorded opinion of contemporaries. Some hated him, a few, especially in his later days of suffering, came to love him dearly. His enemies call him crafty and tyrannical, the less well-informed thought him frivolous and even cruel. No one suggests he was unintelligent.
The impression of those who met him is rather an opposite one. He was shy, and men expected to find him stiff and uninteresting. They spoke with him and found that the reverse was true,
It is probable that his mind, like his body, was late in developing. It was said, when he was twenty-three, that the ride to Madrid had begun to make a man out of a backward youth. Born to a position which demands quick decisions, he seems to have been cursed with the critical mind. For a scholar and a lover of art, he writes a curiously uncreative style, always dear (in an age of tortuous English), but seldom pleasing and very seldom eloquent. He was always strong in argument, but particularly so in picking out the weak spots in an adversary's case. It is possible that he saw, only too clearly, the weak spots in his own, for it had the essential weakness of everything uncreative. He had no way of opposing the innovations of his enemies except by appealing to an ancient machinery of government which their manceuvrings were making unworkable. If he felt such a weakness, he may also have felt that a king cannot afford to entertain such thoughts, and grown into a habit of crushing them down, and clinging desperately to the knowledge that his own intentions were

